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ENCOURAGEMENT
“It takes 10 years to become a master” • 
This is especially true in the world of fruit 
trees where a yearly cycle dominates and 

10 years means 10 “tries” • Don’t be 
discouraged if your initial efforts show little 

success – you are learning from your 
mistakes and you’ll get better quickly 
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SELECTING TREE SIZE
DWARF,  SEMI-DWARF or STANDARD? 
Choose what works for you and your 
space. Shorter can be better! Easier to do 
on-going pruning, fruit harvesting, won’t 
shade your other veggies while growing.

The main difference between semi-dwarf and dwarf trees 
and shrubs is their size. Semi-dwarf trees typically grow 50 to 
75 percent of the height of a standard tree, while dwarf trees 
grow to about one-third to one-half the height of a standard 
tree. A standard apple tree, for example, grows 25 feet tall. 
Note that the diameter also expands, not just the height, when 
you use standard-sized trees.

You can manage a standard sized tree, at the beginning of its 
life, by pruning it judiciously and keeping on top of that hard 
pruning. More on that in the pruning section.



   DORMANT (DECIDUOUS) VS. EVERGREEN
Trees that lose their leaves in the winter go “dormant.” This is called a “deciduous” 
growth aspect. There are also bushes that are deciduous as well. Apples, pears, 
stone fruits such as cherry, plum, and peach are all deciduous and go dormant, 
even when grown in warm climates.

“Evergreen” trees like citrus, avocado, kumquat, loquat, mango, do shed their 
leaves and they do experience a dormancy, but not all at once and not or 
extended periods of time like deciduous trees do. In fact, this is so subtle that we 
don’t even notice it.

Evergreen fruit trees cannot take snowy, freezing conditions. Think of the leaf: it 
just can’t be hanging around on the tree frozen. Ain’t gonna happen.



CHILL HOURSChill hours are the cumulative number of hours of 
temperatures lower than 45°F that are required by 
deciduous fruit trees for fruit production. The hours 
are tracked during the traditional dormant season, 
measured from November 1 to February 28/29. 
Many fruits need enough chill hours in a year to 
produce fruit. Not enough chill hours = no 
production • Look for “low chill hours” trees for 
warmer areas • Bay Area examples: Santa Clara 
County: ~935 Santa Cruz De Laveaga: ~550 Santa 
Cruz Watsonville ~350

Even if you live in a warmer area and think that you 
can’t meet the chill hour requirements, try a variety 
anyway. Recent trials have suggested that many 
chill hour requirements don’t necessarily mean you 
won’t still get a healthy yield.



POLLINATION TERMS



POLLINATION
SELF-FERTILE (or SELF-POLLINATING) – this means 
the variety needs no help or pollen from another 
variety to set a crop of fruit.

NEEDS CROSS POLLINATION – These are two 
varieties that need each other’s pollen to order for 
each of them to set a crop of fruit. This pollen 
usually needs to come from another variety of the 
same species (Ex: meyer lemon can pollinate 
grapefruit. Bing cherry can pollinate Ranier cherry). 
Must ensure your varieties have overlapping bloom 
times (they don’t always do).

Note that even though some fruit trees are 
traditionally in need of a pollinator, hybridization of 
some of these species have created self-pollinating 
varieties..



APPLE

An easy tree to grow, and when properly selected, will be a moderately low maintenance addition to 

your landscape. There are many varieties of good , large fruited apples as well as many decorative and 

useful Crab Apples. This deciduous tree has exceptional attractiveness during Spring Bloom of white to 

pink flowers and offers a moderate shade cover during its growing season. With good winter pruning, 

it will add an attractive structural quality to the winter landscape. Apples can be picked when, straight 

from the tree, they have a sweet flavor. Often, however, they develop a more complex flavor when 

stored (days to months) after harvest. Pome fruits such as apples and pears prefer a central leader 

pruning structure. Some apple trees are self-pollinating and some varieties are not. Be sure you know 

which type you have before choosing just a single tree.

Easily grown in most soils, you can pick dwarf trees, and multi-variety

grafted trees. Codling moth and Fireblight can sometimes be a challenge.

Use bait traps for codling moth, prune out dead wood as you see Fireblight. 



Recommended Apple Varieties for Bay Area
Akane, Arkansas Black, Braeburn, Cox's Orange Pippin, Empire, Esopus Spitzenburg, Fuji, 
Gala, Gravenstein, Golden Delicious, Granny Smith, Jonagold, Jonathan, Mutsu, Newtown 
Pippin, Red Delicious



PEAR
A close relative of the Apple tree, the Pear has similar characteristics with the exception that it 
often has white flowers only and a more upright habit. In addition to our classic Bartlett, there 
are many varieties that grow well in this area. Harvesting fruit takes a little more practice than 
the apple as these fruit are picked while still hard and need a week or so in the kitchen before 
ready to use. Pears need another variety of their own species that flowers at the same time to 
pollinate each other. Choose varieties of pears that will give you early ripe fruit, mid-season and 
late ripe fruit for a longer harvest. They all bloom around the same time period, though, so they 
pollinate each other.

Pear also grows easily in most soils and can be purchased on dwarfing
rootstocks. Prune out Fireblight as you see it in the Springtime. You might
want to purchase a pear variety that is fireblight resistant like Warren,
Comice, or d’Anjou 



Recommended Pear 
Varieties for Bay Area

European: Bartlett, Comice, Seckel 
(French Butter) and Winter Nelis

Asian (Nashi): Chojuro, Hosui, 
Nishiumura Wase (needs to be pollinated 
to "chocolate” up), Seuri, Shinko and Ya 
Li. There are no climate or soil restrictions 
on growing Asian pears in this area.



PLUM AND PLUOT

Plum – This tree is a member of the Stone fruit group (one large seed, center of the fruit) and can be quite 

productive to the point of breaking branches from the weight of the fruit if not thinned early on. A beautiful 

white to pink bloom in the spring offering moderate shade during the summer and sometimes a colorful fall 

foliage. You will need to prune more heavily each winter to keep this tree the right size for your yard, and 

thinning fruit in Springtime (about dime size) will allow for larger fruit and less risk of branch breakage. Leave 

gaps of 4” or so between developing fruits. The sour skin common to plums is less intense with the European 

varieties and the plum/apricot hybrids, called Pluots. The benefit of pluots vs plums is that pluots will hold 

their fruit ripe on the tree for up to 5 weeks, while plums should be harvested within two weeks of becoming 

ripe.

Fruit can rot from Botrytus mold as they mature. Thinning fruit out early on

leaves more space between fruits at maturity and less chance of rot. Aphids

and Psyllids can sometimes be a problem on the leaves. Controlling the ants

that you will find going up the trunk of the tree often eliminates the problem.

Use Terro Liquid Ant Baits.



Recommended Plum & Pluot Varieties for Bay Area
PLUOTS (Plum-apricot crosses): Dapple Dandy, Flavor Supreme, Flavor Queen and Flavor King

PLUMS AND PRUNES: Burgundy, Elephant Heart, Emerald Beaut, Golden Nectar, Howard’s Miracle, Inca, 
Laroda, Santa Rosa, Damson, D'Agen French Prune, Bavay's Green Gage, Coe’s Golden Gage,Golden 
Transparent Gage, Imperial Prune, Italian Prune and Reine Claude Conducta



PEACH AND NECTARINE

Peach / Nectarine – Similar trees with Nectarine being the fuzz-free relative of the Peach. Largest of the stone 

fruit with complex flavors and mild skin. A smaller tree than the Plum and often shorter-lived as well. People 

will often plan on replanting Peach trees after 15 years or so. Pink Spring bloom is one of the highlights of this 

tree. As with Plum, this tree needs more winter pruning than Apple and Pear trees. Spring fruit thinning is also 

more important to assure that you will have nice sized fruit. Best to pick these when 75% ripe (starting to 

soften) and let them finish on your counter.

Peach Leaf Curl is the most common malady.  Some people spray in winter and in

 early spring with a copper spray to minimize the problem. As this is not a lethal

disease of peaches, you can choose not to spray. You could also choose one of the

Curl-resistant varieties, like ‘Frost’ and not worry about it.

Borer is a more serious problem that you will want to read up on if you start

noticing an abundance of ‘gummy balls’ on the trunk or branches of your tree. 



PEACH AND NECTARINE COMMON PROBLEMS



3-in-one Grafted tree available at 
www.GrowOrganic.com

$39 current sale

Semi-Dwarf

Harvest June 5 - July 25

http://www.groworganic.com


RECOMMENDED PEACH AND NECTARINE 
VARIETIES FOR BAY AREA

PEACHES

All freestone types: Arctic Supreme, Baby Crawford (Phil Adrian), Early Elberta 
(Gleason),  Flavorcrest, J.H. Hale, J.M. Mack, Nectar, O'Henry, Silver Logan, 
Stark's Saturn (donut shape - white flesh), Strawberry Free, Sugarlady, Suncrest 
and Zee Lady

GENETIC DWARF PEACHES

Empress, Garden Gold, Golden Gem, Golden Glory, Honey Babe, Southern 
Flame, Southern Rose and Southern Sweet

NECTARINE

Arctic Rose, Double Delight, Fantasia, Goldmine, Heavenly White, Panamint, 
Peento, Snow Queen and White Rose.



APRICOT

Another of the Stone fruit trees. The Valley of Heart’s Delight, now called Silicon Valley, was well known for 

Apricot production. We have a unique climate which is great for stone fruits, especially Apricots. Though there 

are more houses now, the climate and soil are still here. With good pruning, these trees can be kept to a 

medium size (12’ x 12’) though they can easily get larger than that. Like Peach trees, they are often a shorter 

lived tree in residential landscapes. Even so, nothing compares to a fresh, tree-ripened apricot! They are well 

worth growing. Apricots are self-fruitful, and don’t need a pollinator of same species in order to set fruit. But 

in years when the early spring is cold and wet, you may see poor pollination.

Like Plum, this tree can be large if not heavily pruned. Due to Eutypa fungus, the best time to do ‘winter’ 

pruning is late summer. That way the pruning cuts have a chance to heal before winter when the Eutypa 

spores are present. 



RECOMMENDED APRICOTS FOR BAY AREA
Autumn Royal, Blenheim, Moorpark, Tilton



CHERRY

Cherry – Another of the stone fruits, attractive, upright tree with nice spring bloom. Generally a large tree 
unless you buy a ‘Genetic Dwarf’ tree which will stay around 8’ tall. Another benefit to the dwarf trees – 
easy to wrap with bird netting so you can keep more of your crop. If planting ‘Bing’ cherry, you will need a 
pollinator nearby or will need to graft another variety into your tree for good fruit production. Online 
pollination charts will show you which ones will work. Other varieties such as ‘Lapins’ or ‘Stella are self 
pollinating.

Pruning in late summer, rather than winter, as with apricots, will minimize damage from Eutypa fungus. Be 
sure to cut back dead growth as soon as you notice it during the growing season. 



RECOMMENDED CHERRIES FOR BAY AREA

Sweet Cherries: Bing, Black 
Tartarian, Coe’s Transparent, Craig's 
Crimson (self-fertile), Index 
(self-fertile), Lapins, Rainier, 
Republican (Black Republican or Black 
Oregon), Stella, and Van. Verify 
number of chill hours based on your 
location, and note that unless indicated, 
Sweet Cherries require a second 
pollinator - a compatible variety 
planted nearby or grafted onto the 
fruiting tree. Sour Cherries: English 
Morello, Montmorency, and North 
Star.



PERSIMMON

Persimmon – In the Ebony family of trees, the persimmon is a medium to large, long-lived, low 
maintenance tree. Attractive in Spring with its light green foliage, fall with wonderful red-orange 
foliage and a crop of bright orange fruit stand out like Christmas ornaments after leaf drop. 
There are 2 categories of fruit – Hachiya (oblong soft when ripe) and the Fuyu (flattened and 
firm-ripe fruit). There are numerous cultivars (aka “varieties” within each of the two basic 
categories of Persimmon. These trees are reasonably pest free and only need moderate winter 
pruning to keep them in good form. The branches are brittle, however, so thin fruit if there’s a 
heavy crop or stake up the branches for added support as fruit mature. 



RECOMMENDED 
PERSIMMONS FOR
BAY AREA
All cultivars. California 
commercial cultivars 
‘Hachiya’ and ‘Fuyu’ of D. 
kaki (oriental persimmon) 
can set seedless fruit 
without pollination when no 
other pollinating varieties 
are nearby.



POMEGRANATE
This drought-tolerant shrubby fruit producer is very low maintenance. You really only need to 
prune or shear it to keep it confined. It can be kept as small as 6’ by 6’ though it can grow to 10’ 
by 10’ if there’s room. Cut fruit in autumn soon as you see a couple fruit start to split open. 
There’s an art to getting the kernels free from the rest of the fruit which is simple enough to 
master. If you prefer, a citrus press can be used to juice the fruit. The variety ‘Wonderful’ is the 
most common, though there are probably a dozen varieties readily available online. Some with 
non-staining juice, softer seeds, larger sized fruit. You can find their descriptions online. 
Pomegranates can die from root rot if given too much summer water, so only water them once 
every two weeks in summer and fall. The fruit will split if you are
 inconsistent with watering (let them dry out too much between 
deep waterings).
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FIG

Another low maintenance tree with distinctive foliage, one or two crops of fruit each 
year and a variety of sizes to choose from. ‘Mission’ is the classic fig of California, 
planted here back in the 1700’s. It is a large tree with black-purple fruit. It can be 
pruned to any size you wish but it wants to grow and can attain 40’ if left on its own. 
Smaller varieties – ‘Blackjack’,or ‘Brown Turkey’ are naturally small and make good 
container trees. These need good sun for best production. As with most fruit trees 
shady areas limit production and fruit quality. 



RECOMMENDED FIGS FOR BAY AREA
Black Mission, Bourgesotte Noire, Grosse Monstrueuse, Jurupa, Osborn Prolific, Panachée, 
White Adriatic



AVOCADO

Avocados are a little more frost sensitive than citrus and more sensitive to heavy soils or overwatering. ‘Zutano’, ‘Bacon’, 
‘Mexicola Grande’, are the most cold tolerant with ‘Hass’ and ‘Fuerte’ the least. Other recommended varieties for our area 
are Lamb Hass and Pinkerton. Avocados come as flower type A or flower type B. It is recommended to have one of each type 
in your yard for best pollination and fruit set. You may wish to abide by that and buy a second avocado tree but we’ve found 
that avocados can be good at fruiting on their own. Also, if you only have space for one, you could always practice grafting 
the alternate type onto your tree. As with Citrus, avocados take about 12 months from flower to ripe fruit. To know when to 
pick fruit, cut the fruit open – if watery or if seed is very light brown, fruit isn’t ready for harvest. You should see firm, not 
milky flesh with a medium brown seed. fruit should  still be hard when cut from the tree; it softens up off the tree, like 
pears. 

Note that you can indeed grow an avocado tree from a pit, but it takes from 10 to 15 years to bear fruit. Purchased or 
grafted trees take only 3 to 5 years to bear fruit.

As this tree is somewhat frost sensitive, plan on covering the tree during frosty nights the
first couple years. After that, the trees are generally more tolerant of cold. Avocados need
consistent summer watering but can suffer root rot if soaked too much or if planted at or
below grade. It’s best to have soil slightly dry before rewatering. 



CITRUS
A very large, diverse group of evergreen fruit trees which include lemons, limes, oranges, grapefruit, mandarins, 

and Kumquats, among others. This group of sub-tropical trees need even moisture throughout the summer 

months. Lemons, limes, and kumquats can tolerate some shade while grapefruits and oranges generally need 

good, full sun to fully ripen. Cold winter temps can damage some citrus trees so if your winter temps drop any 

lower than High 20’s you will need to pay attention to which variety you buy. Sunset Garden Book has a good 

section on cold tolerance of different citrus. Fruit generally take 12 months to mature, so you generally have 

flowers opening at the same time as last year’s crop is ready to pick. Trees can be large but most nurseries carry 

dwarf and semi-dwarf trees which work best for backyard growers. Light pruning in Springtime to maintain shape 

is all that’s needed.

Scale, mealy bug and aphids can affect citrus trees. Controlling ants around the tree often solves this problem. Use 

Terro Liquid Ant Bait. Leaf miner often damages new growth of citrus and there’s no easy control for it, but 

Spinosad organic spray will help.



PLANTING
SPACE THEM APART FROM EACH OTHER THE GIVEN HEIGHT YOU EXPECT FROM THEM. EX: STANDARD HEIGHT 
EXPECTS TO REACH 20 FEET, SPACE YOUR STANDARD HEIGHT TREES 20 FEET APART, UNLESS YOU MANAGE THEM 
TO A LOWER HEIGHT.

YOU CAN PRUNE THEM HARD DOWN TO KNEE OR THIGH HEIGHT WHEN PLANTING TO KEEP TREES A MANAGEABLE 
SIZE AND CONTINUE TO PRUNE INTERIOR BRANCHES TO ALLOW FOR AIRFLOW AND LIGHT INTO THE INTERIOR OF 
THE TRIO OR FOURSOME.



PLANTING CONTINUED

• “Urban pack” soil is not ideal because it is often hard-packed with scant 
drainage.
• Lawns are not ideal because grass wants frequent shallow watering and 
trees want infrequent deep watering (unless newly planted or avocados)
• Shade is not ideal 
• Ideal: raised out of lawn, full sun
• In a well drained area (slope, raised bed) dig a hole larger than the rootball 
and then add some of the soil back into the hole that you just took out, 
creating a mound. Separate the roots (you can cut back the roots a bit if they 
are very long), sprinkle Mykos on rootball and place them around the mound. 
Sprinkle more Mykos after you’ve placed it on mound.
• Add a berm or moat (wall to keep water in) 
• Mulch to 6” deep



Mykos Sprinkled on Roots when Planting

● Fungus that has a symbiotic relationship with plant - it lives 
on plant roots, creating a larger root mass and in exchange it 
helps the plant take up nutrients and share nutrients and 
water with their sister plants.

● It helps protect from some diseases, such as verticillium and 
fusarium wilts.

● Plant needs less water as well.
● Mykos by Xtreme Gardening
    our favorite.





DEPTH IS SUPER IMPORTANT
DO NOT PLANT EVEN A LITTLE BIT BELOW GRADE (SAME LEVEL AS PATHS OR 
GRASS). Tip: run a string line from the nearby grade to the other side of hole to ensure your 
final depth is not too low. Avocados should be planted a few inches above grade, as they are 
most susceptible to crown rot. 

MAKE SURE THE GRAFT JOINT IS WELL ABOVE SOIL GRADE (about 3”)

Putting them into a raised bed is even better, to ensure proper drainage. It is the preferred 
method for cherries and avocados and a “must” for those of you who have clay soil. 
Definition of clay soil: 1. If it takes you an hour to dig a two foot deep hole. 2. If you add a 
bunch of water to your dug hole and it is still in the hole the next day, you have clay soil. If 
you do not want to put your trees in a raised bed if you have clay soil, then plant them with 
their root ball a few inches above grade, and mulch them heavily to protect rootball from sun.



RAISED BED IDEAS



PAY ATTENTION TO SITING
- If you are planting a 3-in-1 or more grafted tree with a few different varieties 

on it, it will be important to rotate your tree when planting, such that the 
weakest or smallest grafting limb is on the south/south-west side of tree. This 
is so the other grafts that are bigger, don’t overtake and weaker ones. Also 
best to prune the bigger graft limbs down to the size of the weakest one, and 
continue to do that as you prune summer and winter.

- If you are planting multiple trees of varying heights, pay attention to sunlight 
exposure. Do not plant trees expected to get tall on the south side of trees 
expected to stay shorter.



PLANTING ON A SLOPE



MULCHING - JUST DO IT!

SO MANY BENEFITS:

- HEAT REGULATION OF TOP OF SOIL
- ADDS ORGANIC MATTER AND 

MYCORRHIZAL ACTIVITY
- REDUCES WEEDS
- DECREASES IRRIGATION NEEDS
- MULCH WITH MULCH, STRAW, GRASS 

CLIPPINGS OR DRIED LEAVES
- MUST BE A LOT! AT LEAST 3-6 INCHES - 

REPLENISH OFTEN



MULCHING



IRRIGATION- WATER DEEPLY AT PLANTING TIME - 10 TO 20 
GALLONS IS NOT UNHEARD OF, PARTICULARLY IF 
YOU ARE PLANTING IN A RAISED BED, OR IN 
SANDIER SOILS. LESS WATER IS NEEDED IF YOU 
HAVE CLAY SOIL.

- WATER ONCE A WEEK FOR THE FIRST YEAR, 
UNLESS HEAVY RAINS HAVE FALLEN.

- DRIP IRRIGATION PLACED ABOUT 6” FROM TREE 
TRUNK AND CIRCLING IT ANOTHER 6” AROUND 
WILL SUFFICE FOR FIRST COUPLE OF YEARS. 
THEREAFTER, ADD ANOTHER CIRCLE OF EMITTER 
LINE AROUND, SPACING IT OUT ANOTHER FOOT TO 
18”

- PUT THIS ON A SCHEDULE FOR ONCE A WEEK 
DURING SUMMER AND DRY FALLS AND THEN TURN 
ON BY HAND IN WINTER IF NO RAIN FOR SEVERAL 
WEEKS



INITIAL PRUNING WHEN PLANTING
- Remove broken branches
- Remove growth below graft joint
- Take main trunk on deciduous trees down to knee or thigh high 
- Remove crossing branches
- Remove branches growing inward
- Remove half or more of longer branches that you do want to keep
- If there are several grafts of a few varieties on the tree, take down stronger 

ones to equal the weakest variety graft



                 PRUNING AT PLANTING   
After planting, make a heading cut at an angle just 
above a leaf node so that the whip now stands 
knee-high or no taller than 18” to 36” from the 
ground. This initial cut creates a sturdy, 
low-branching scaffold, the major supporting limbs 
of the tree. Where you cut becomes the crotch of 
the tree, and the trunk will grow no taller. This 
heading cut and the pruning that follows creates 
branches strong enough to support the weight of 
ripening produce.

If your tree doesn't already have branches below 
the initial heading cut, use your fingers to remove 
all but three evenly spaced buds. These will 
become the tree's scaffold branches.



FIRST SUMMER PRUNING
Around 4th of July: Remove 
suckers—growth that emerges 
from the rootstock—and prune 
away all but the three branches 
evenly spaced around the trunk. 
Head back these branches by 
one-half to two-thirds, to an 
outward-facing bud.



                    FIRST WINTER PRUNING
Jan or Feb: Prune to open up the 
center of the tree and remove 
crossing or crowded limbs. These 
cuts encourage a vase-like shape. 
To spur growth of thinner limbs, 
head back by two-thirds; to slow 
growth of thicker limbs, head back 
by one-half.



SECOND SUMMER PRUNING

Around 4th of July: You'll have a small, 
shapely tree that still has growing to 
do. Head back vertical branches by 
one-half to two-thirds. These cuts 
reduce height and encourage 
branches to grow at a 45° angle, 
horizontal enough to create fruit.



              EVER-AFTER PRUNING
In winter, prune to refine the tree's 
shape and maintain its form. The 
final size now depends solely on 
summer pruning: Thin crowded 
branches and head back growth 
that exceeds your reach. Fruit on 
the tree? Prune anyway!



MAKING LARGE CUTS
- First make an undercut, a little more than 

halfway through the branch.
- Make the second cut where indicated. The 

branch will now break on its own.
- Now you can easily make a clean cut and 

remove the stub, cutting as close as possible 
to the branch collar

- The remaining collar will protect the tree. No 
need to use sealers, as that will keep the 
wound moist and slow down healing.



PRUNING CITRUS

- March and April best months to prune citrus, after 
all chance of frost has passed and after main 
harvest.

- Pull as many fruits off as you can 
- Umbrella shape is best because citrus should 

shade its trunk, bark and fruit; otherwise severe 
burn will occur and pests and diseases can enter

- Long tall branches should either be cut down to 
manageable size or staked and arched toward 
ground to force it to grow nearer ground for 
purpose of shading an open trunk space



                  “WHITE WASHING”
NECESSARY FOR THIN-SKINNED TREES LIKE CITRUS AND AVOCADO. IF YOUR TREE’S 
SKIN IS GREEN RATHER THAN BROWN IN COLOR, IT IS THIN-SKINNED.

NECESSARY IF YOU LIVE IN AN EXTRA HOT CLIMATE, WITH COMMON TEMPS ABOVE 95 
IN SUMMER.

USE A MIX OF 3 PARTS WATER AND 1 PART WHITE LATEX EXTERIOR HOUSE PAINT 
(THERE ARE OTHER FORMULAS ON LINE AS WELL. ONE IS IV ORGANICS 3 IN 1 PLANT 
GUARD)

USING A PAINTBRUSH, PAINT ON OPEN BARK AREAS, GRAFT JOINTS, FOCUSING ON 
SOUTH AND WEST SIDE OF TRUNK AND BRANCHES.

PREVENTS SUNSCALD ON ALL AGES OF TREES, EVEN KEEPING THEM FROM POSSIBLE 
DEATH TO OVEREXPOSURE TO INTENSE SUN

PREVENTS PESTS AND DISEASES FROM INFILTRATING SUN CRACKS IN TRUNKS

HELPS YOUNG TREES FOCUS ON GROWING RATHER THAN SURVIVING HEAT

MUST BE RE-APPLIED FROM YEAR TO YEAR AS TREE GROWS



FERTILIZING
CONTAINERS: Start in late Feb and do it once a month - 
small amounts - until September. Use a liquid 1-2-1 or 
other N-P-K where N is equal to or less than P & K. Top 
off soil in container with half inch of worm castings twice 
a year.

IN-GROUND: Fertilize only a few times starting in late 
Feb. Say: March 1, May 1 and July 1. Use an all-purpose 
dry fertilizer like G&B 4-6-3

Gently rake mulch away, sprinkle a dry organic all 
purpose, like 4-6-3 around base within canopy dripline. 
Rule of thumb: one pound per one foot of height per 
fertilization.



DORMANT SPRAYS
Late winter and early spring, when the temperatures are barely above freezing, is the 
time to apply the best preventative for scale and mites: dormant oil.

Dormant oil sprays are used on fruit trees before the buds begin to swell and 
suffocate insects and their eggs nesting in branches. Using dormant oil on fruit trees 
doesn’t completely eliminate the problem with these pests, but it is the best way to 
cut off most of the population, leaving a simpler problem later in the season.

Once the oil solution is sprayed on all the branches of a fruit tree or bush, it 
penetrates into the surface of the insect’s hard outer shell, and suffocates it by not 
allowing any oxygen to get through.

Apples, crabapples, plums, quince and pears all benefit from dormant oil, as do 
gooseberry and currant bushes. Other fruit-bearing trees and bushes don’t have any 
need for spraying of dormant oils, as they don’t often harbor the same pests, but it 
won’t hurt to do so if desired.



THINNING
MUST THIN OUT HEAVY FRUIT SETS OR WON’T GET PROPERLY SIZED 
FRUIT AND SOME DISEASES HAPPEN WHEN FRUIT TOUCHES EACH 
OTHER.

THIN TWICE: ONCE IN LATE MARCH, EARLY APRIL AS SOON AS YOU SEE 
DIME-SIZED FRUIT. THIN AGAIN A MONTH LATER. 

ALSO CUT BACK BRANCHES THAT ARE LONG AND HAVE FRUIT ALL THE 
WAY ALONG THEM. OTHERWISE THOSE BRANCHES WILL FAIL LATER. 
REMOVE FRUITS THAT ARE ON THE END OF WEAK BRANCHES, IF THOSE 
BRANCHES ARE ALREADY SHORT. THIN OUT LARGE FRUIT CLUSTERS. 
REMOVE 2 OR 3 OUT OF A CLUSTER OF 4 OR 5. DO NOT LET APPLES 
TOUCH. THEY SHOULD BE FOUR INCHES APART.

DON’T TYPICALLY THIN CHERRIES.





BASIC TASKS BY THE SEASON

Spring fertilize, fruit thin if there’s a heavy fruit set.

Summer fertilize, take laden branches, harvest (plum, cherry, peach, apricot), keep 
watering. ‘Winter’ prune cherry & apricot after harvest. Summer prune water spouts, 
crazy branches and tip by half extra long branches on other species.

Fall – harvest (pome, pomegranate, fig, persimmon, some avocado, citrus)

Winter – prune, harvest (persimmon, avocado, citrus)

All seasons – monitor bugs, diseases. Remove dead fruits from trees and from ground 
under trees to minimize fungus and insect problems the following year.



CONTAINER FRUIT TREE BASICS
- Dwarf or semi-dwarf varieties are best bets for container growing.
- Size matters with the container. You can start off with a 3 to 5 gallon container, but you will 

need to pot up to a larger size as the tree grows. We see too many ruined fruit trees in 
small containers because the owner didn’t keep up with them.

- Try not to use dark plastic pots or plain terracotta (can use sealed or glazed clay)
- Put big gravel or drainage rocks in bottom of pot and fill with a good potting mix (there are 

mixes specifically for citrus)
- If using a saucer underneath, MUST have the gravel in bottom of pot.
- Add Soil Moist crystals to bottom ⅔ of soil to help retain moisture in soil.
- Container-grown trees need liquid fertilizer (N lower than P and K) about once a month 

while actively growing. 
- You may need to water every single day during hot spells and every 2-3 days while actively 

growing. In winter, water once a week if no rain or little rain. Drip irrigation using 4 to 8 
emitters rather than single emitters will save time and ensure they get their much-needed 
water during the summer and fall. 





PESTS AND DISEASES

● Learn to recognize the beneficials. Knowing the good bugs is important in assessing the situation in 
your garden.

● Use preventive sprays. “Managing Pests and Disease in Your Home Orchard” is a valuable 
publication to help you know when and what to spray. (Sent via links email)

● Use no spray before its time. Using the safest spray at the right time, only if necessary, is the 
essence of IPM.

● Plan ahead. Planting the right plant at the right time in the right location will help you minimize 
problems.

Most insect and mite pests of fruit trees are controlled by many beneficial species of insects and mites 
found in the orchard. Do not spray pests unless you are certain they are present in damaging numbers. 

Several of the most common fruit tree diseases may be controlled by using the proper fixed copper spray 
during the dormant season. These diseases include: bacterial canker, brown rot, coryneum blight and 
peach leaf curl. 

Beware: some fungicide brands recommend inadequate amounts of copper for peach leaf curl. There are 
numerous fixed copper materials. We recommend one that contains 50% actual copper.



Pest/Disease
Hosts(s)

Codling Moth:   Apple, pear, sometimes plum (use Spinosad spray)
Peach Twig Borer (PTB): Peach & nectarine, apricot, plum
Brown Rot Fungus: Peach & nectarine, cherry, plum
Fireblight: Pear, apple, quince
Scab: Apple, pear
Bacterial Canker: Peach & nectarine, cherry, plum, pear
Peach Leaf Curl: Peach & nectarine
Aphids: Citrus, apple, pear, cherry, plum (use Pyrethrin spray)

Many insects cannot be seen by the naked eye. It is a good
tool in your toolbag to have a jeweler’s loupe to inspect not
 only your fruit tree leaves for thrips, psyllids, aphids and
mites, but your vegetable plants as well. 

http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/PESTNOTES/pn7412.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/apples.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/pears.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/plumsprunes.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/PESTS/peachtwigbor.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/nectarines.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/apricots.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/plumsprunes.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/DISEASE/aprbrownrot.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/nectarines.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/cherries.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/plumsprunes.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/PESTNOTES/pn7414.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/pears.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/apples.html
http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/PESTNOTES/pn7413.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/apples.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/pears.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/DISEASE/baccanker.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/nectarines.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/cherries.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/plumsprunes.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/pears.html
http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/PESTNOTES/pn7426.html
http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/FRUIT/nectarines.html


Systemic Soil Drenches
Fertilome or BioAdvanced

These type of systemic pesticides are meant to be 
applied at the root zone and protect against a lot of 
pests, including aphids, flea beetles, leafhoppers, 
thrips, whiteflies, Japanese beetles, mealybugs, 
psyllids, among others. Apply before planting or at 
planting time to help protect against these 
devastating pests. Works on fruit trees and 
vegetables.



Diseases
● Preventative spray & reversing infections: Bonide Fung-onil
● Broad spectrum fungicide - fung-onil multi-purpose 

fungicide is highly effective for the control of a broad 
spectrum of  fruit tree diseases

● Controls disease - protects your garden against black 
spot, botrytis blights, anthracnose, rusts, powdery 
mildews, scab and many more diseases

● Contains Chlorothalonil - the active ingredient listed is 
Chlorothalonil, which is an organic compound mainly used 
as a broad spectrum fungicide; much like sulfur and 
copper, it is one of the most commonly used fungicides in 
the United States

● Easy to apply - product is a liquid concentrate that readily 
mixes with water and should be used in a pump spraye.



Upcoming Classes at Love Apple Farm

●Designing the Perfect Vegetable Garden 
●Summer Vegetable Gardening
●Bee Keeping 
●Herb Gardening
●Tomato Masters
●Drip Irrigation 
●Compost & Worm Bins
●Garden Mosaics



Annual Spring Vegetable Plant Sale
Open to the public: March 27 - June 27

Pre-Sale Pick-up: March 20
Pre-order online at LoveAppleFarms.com


